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Abstract 
We state and prove a de Montessus like theorem for vector-valued meromorphic functions using vector Pad6 
approximants which are defined in the context of Clifford algebras. The proof is based on that used by Salt for the scalar 
case. The theorem may be regarded as an answer to a general problem posed by Graves-Morris and Saff. 
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1. Introduction 
We are interested in the rational approximation to vector-valued functions which have a Mac- 
laurin series expansion valid in some neighbourhood of the origin: 
f ( z )  = Co + zc l  + z2c2 + . . . ,  (1.1) 
where z e C and ci ~ C d for i = 0, 1, 2 , . . . .  
In particular we consider those vector Pad6 approximants (VPAs) whose theory closely reflects 
that of the corresponding scalar constructs (d = 1) - -  for example, there exist three-term recurrence 
relations for the vector continued fraction form of VPAs. In 1-14] it is demonstrated how this may 
be accomplished using Clifford algebras, which are introduced in the next section followed by the 
definition of VPAs. For an alternative approach to using continued fractions in this context see 
1-19]. The benefits of such algebras include the possibility that proofs of theorems and the 
derivation of algorithms valid for the scalar case may be carried over to the vector theory. The 
work presented here is an illustration of this parallelism. 
Interest in a rational approximation to vector-valued functions tems originally from Wynn's 
generalisation f the e-algorithm 1-22] to accelerate the convergence ofa sequence of vectors, using 
the generalised inverse of a vector; i.e., 
V* 
v - 1 ._ (1.2) • -- !~. V , ,  
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where r ~ C a and the asterisk denotes complex conjugation; u.  v denotes the usual scalar product, 
E~= 1 uiv~, for u, v ~ C a. Smith et al. [20] provide a review of this and other algorithms. Definition 
(1.2) lies at the heart of generalised inverse Pad6 approximants (GIPAs) which have been investi- 
gated by Graves-Morris [4, 6]. Indeed, convergence theorems of the de Montessus type have been 
established for GIPAs [8, 9]. However, in [14] it is shown that these approximants are identical to 
VPAs for real data - -  i.e., c~ ~ •d, i = 0, 1 , . . . .  
A similar convergence theorem is considered in this paper, but the proof is more straightforward 
- -  in fact it is based on Saff's proof of the de Montessus theorem for scalar interpolants (d = 1) [11, 
18]. 
2. Clifford algebras 
Let e l , . . . ,  ed be an orthonormal basis of C a. We may define a multiplication of these elements 
such that the following relations hold: 
elej + ejei = 26ijeo, (2.1) 
where eo denotes the multiplicative identity; for example see [13]. We then consider the 2 d products 
ej := ej, ej2 ... e~k, (2.2) 
where the ordered multi-index J ranges over all the naturally ordered subsets of {1, 2, ..., d} [10], 
i.e., 
J = {j l , j2, . . . , jk} 
with 1 ~< j l  < j2 < "'" < jk <~ d. For the empty set, J = 0, we set eo = Co. 
If the 2 a elements, e j, are linearly independent over C, then the vector space spanned by them 
forms the complex (universal) Clifford algebra, CI(Cd). Hence, a typical element of CI(C d) is 
a = ~ asej, (2.3) 
J 
where as E C. A (universal) real Clifford algebra, Cln, is defined in a similar fashion [10, 12, 13]. 
CI(C d) and Cld are associative, noncommutative algebras for d > 1. However, neither is a division 
algebra, which may be demonstrated by considering the identity 
(eo - el)(e0 + ex) = 0. (2.4) 
Although in [14] eo is used in the description of vectors, the natural expression, 
.~(z)eo + Y.~= 1 ~(z)e i ,  is suggested in [15] for the polynomial forms (.~ (z), ~(z))  corresponding to
the vector-valued rational function ~ (z)/.~ (z), where ~ (z):--- (~1 (z), ~2 (z), ..., ~a (z)). We therefore 
associate with v = (Vl, v2,..., Vd) ~ C a the element v ~ CI(C a) by 
d 
v = Z vie~ (2.5) 
i=1  
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(see also [1]). We denote the linear subspace of all such elements by ~ [7]. 
antiautomorphism, denoted by a tilde, is defined by 
ejt e.i ~ . . .  e jk '=  ej~ ejk_, . . .  ej2 ej l  
and its natural extension to the whole algebra [7, 12, 14]. We note that 
The reverse 
and 
(2.6) 
~7 = v (2.7) 
V 2 ~ VV ~ V" Veo. 
Hence, the inverse of v is given by 
(2.8) 
v- 1 = v (2.9) 
or, in vector form, 
v- 1 = t2.1tn 
\ - - /  
provided v. v 4: 0. This result is the same as the Moore-Penrose generalised inverse (1.2) for v e R a 
[4]. For a discussion of theoretical contexts for the two definitions of the inverse of a vector, (2.10) 
or (1.2), see [16]. 
We may now define the right-handed [L/M] vector Pad6 approximant [VPA] to the power 
series (1.1), if it exists, by 
r TM (z) := pL, M (Z) [qL.M (Z)] - X = f (z)  + 0 (Z z + M + 1), (2.11) 
where pL, M (Z), qZ. M (Z) are polynomials of maximum degrees L, M respectively, whose coefficients 
come from CI(Ca), and f (z)  is the Clifford element 
d 
f(z):= ~ f~(z)ei (2.12) 
i=1  
corresponding to the vector-valued function, . f (z )= (fl(z), f2(z) ....  , fa(z)). This reduces to the 
usual Pad6 definition if d = 1. There is a corresponding left-handed VPA, which is identical to the 
one given above [14]. Indeed, the appropriate polynomials are produced by applying the reverse 
antiautomorphism of (2.6) to the polynomials of (2.11). It may then be shown that the [L/M] VPA 
is unique [14]. These approximants may be constructed using vector continued fractions [14, 15] 
or designants [19], and arrayed in a vector Pad6 table, similar to the scalar version. From [14] we 
obtain 
d 
qL'M(z) ~IL'M(z) = ~L'M(z)e o and pL'M(z)~IL'M(z ) = ~" ~ 'M(z )e , ,  (2.13) 
i= l  
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in which .~L'M(Z) is a polynomial over C, of degree 2M in general, while each ~L'M(Z) (i = 1 , . . . ,  d) 
is a polynomial over C of maximum degree L + M. We may then conclude that r L" M (Z) belongs to 
~,  and corresponds to the vector-valued rational fraction 
 'L,M (z) 
rL'M(Z):= 
. L,M (Z) ' 
the polynomials in which obey the division property 
3L, M (Z)i ~Z, m (Z)" ~i~Z. M(Z). (2.14) 
This paper concerns the convergence of a row sequence of VPAs (i.e., M fixed, L ~ ~). Hence, we 
require a norm on CI(Cd). The usual one is the absolute or spinor norm [10] defined by 
lal := ~f~j lasl 2 (2.15) 
for the Clifford element, a, given by (2.3). This norm satisfies 
labl <~ Kdlal Ibl, (2.16) 
where 
f 2 d/4 for even d, 
Kd = [2Cd+1)/4 for odd d, cf. [10]. 
We note that for the vector v and its corresponding Clifford form, v, given by (2.5), we obtain 
Ivl = Ivl (2.17) 
in which I vl is the usual Euclidean orm of v. 
In the next section we establish the existence of the inverse of a particular Clifford element. This 
is conveniently done using the fact that a matrix representation f CI(C d) exists. It is known that 
there is an algebra isomorphism between C1 (C d) and the square matrices of Ma where 
{C p×p fo rd=2k } 2k (2.18, 
Md = C pxp I~ C pxp for d = 2k + 1 ' P = 
- - for  examples ee [10, 13]. We may then represent each generator ei (i = 1, ..., d) by a square 
matrix El, of order n, say, with the general basis element ej represented by the square matrix 
Ej defined by 
Ej:= EjIEj2 ... E~, for J -- (j l , j2,-.. ,jR). (2.19) 
The appropriate identity matrix I represents he element eo. The matrices Ei satisfy the anticommu- 
tation relations: 
EiEj + EjE~ = 26~jI (2.20) 
corresponding to (2.1). 
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We require any matrix norm, I1" tl, which satisfies the submultiplicative property [3] 
II An II ~< IIA I1" II B II (2.21) 
- - in  fact we use the Frobenius norm 
I[AII:= [~ ~ lao12] 1/2. (2.22, 
i=1  j= l  
In [10] it is shown how to construct a particular matrix representation f the basis elements of 
a Clifford algebra in such a way that the link between the above matrix norm of A e Ma and the 
spinor norm of the corresponding Clifford element, a, is given by 
II a II = gdlal. (2.23) 
It is this representation which is adopted in this paper. We use lowercase letters to denote 
elements of C1 (C a) and uppercase l tters for the corresponding matrices of Md; so that, for example, 
the matrix representing the power series (1.1), or the Clifford form (2.12), is given by 
d 
F(z):= E ~(z)E,. (2.24) 
i=1  
3. A row convergence theorem 
In this section we are concerned with the existence and convergence of rational approximants 
to vector-valued meromorphic functions, f(z), analytic in a neighbourhood f the origin, as defined 
in (3.1)-(3.4) below. This type of function, as pointed out by Graves-Morris [9], occurs in the 
iterative solution to systems of linear equations [5] and in the study of vibrating dynamical 
structures [17]. 
We illustrate the advantages of using Clifford algebras by basing our work on Saff's proof 
[18] of an extension to de Montessus de Ballore's theorem for scalar meromorphic functions 
[11]. 
The following theorem considers vector-valued functions of the form 
f (z) := g (z)/2u (z), (3.1) 
where 
M 
2M(Z) = I-I (Z -  el) (3.2) 
i=1  
in which the 0q need not be distinct, but, for the purposes of the proof, are ordered as follows: 
0 < I~xl ~ l~2l ~ "" ~ I~MI < R. (3.3) 
The gk(Z) (k = 1, ..., d) are complex-valued functions analytic in DR := {z: Izl < R}, such that 
g(~i)'g(~i) ~ O, i = 1,..., M. (3.4) 
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The Maclaurin series for f (z)  may be determined and is of the form (1.1). We prove the following 
theorem, in which E is any compact subset of C and, for any given p, 0 < p < R, S is any compact 
subset of D 7 := Da\U/M= 1 {~i} and T is any compact subset of Dp. 
Theorem 3.1. Given a vector-valued function f (z) satisfying (3.1)-(3.4), then, for sufficiently large L, 
the vector Padk approximant to f(z) (2.12), 
rL, U (z) = pL, M (z ) 1, (3.5) 
exists and 
lim r L' M (z) = f(z), (3.6) 
L~oo 
the convergence being uniform in compact subsets of D~ := DR \ U~t= 1{~i }. The rate of convergence is 
governed by (cf (2.17)) 
P l imsup IrL'M(Z) -- f(z)l x/L <. -~, Z ~ S. (3.7) 
L"*  go 
Furthermore, if each qL'M (2) is monic, then 
lim qL'M (z) = 2M(Z)eO, (3.8) 
L--+ go 
the convergence being uniform in any bounded subset E of the complex plane; the rate of convergence 
is governed by 
lim sup lqr"M(z) - 2M(Z)eo [1/L << ----R-' z ~ E. (3.9) 
L -*  go 
Finally, 
lim pL'M(Z) = g(z ) ,  (3.10) 
L--+ ¢x:~ 
the convergence being uniform in compact subsets of DR; the rate of convergence is governed by 
Ip I MI] T. (3.11) limsup IpL'M(z)--g(z)I x/L <~ max R'  R ' 
L-",  <x:~ 
Proof. We adopt Saff's method as presented in [2], and consider, in the first instance, simple poles. 
Let 
k 
)to(Z):= 1, 2k(z):= 1--I (z - ~i) for k = 1, 2, ..., M (3.12) 
i= l  
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and 
A L'M A ... AL1,MAI(Z) L,M QL'M(z) := AM(Z)I + M-I  M-I(Z) + + + A o , (3.13) 
where the A L'M (k = 0 . . . .  , M - 1) are constant n × n matrices in Md representing elements in 
C1 (ca), which are to be determined later. QL, M (z) is a matrix polynomial of exact degree M, whose 
leading coefficient is I. 
We now form the matrix product 
HL'M(z)  :=  G(z) QL'M(2), (3.14) 
where G(z):= Y~= 1 gk(Z)Ek. Hence, each element of HL'M(Z), hL'MIZ~ ij , ,, is a function analytic in DR. 
hL, M(z~ Let p < R such that I~MI < P. Then, we may construct he Maclaurin series for i~ , ,, up to and 
including z L+M, as follows I-2, 18-1: 
1 ~ 1 - (z/v) L ÷ u + 1 h~'M (v) dv for/9 < a < R. (3.1 [IIL÷M(z)]ij :=  _ ,v l  = ,  v - z 5) 
Following 1-18-1, we choose the matrices A~ "M so that the scalar polynomial, AM(Z), divides each of 
the polynomials 1-IIL+M(Z)-Iij. That is, we require 
HL+M(~m) = O, m = 1,2, . . . ,  M, (3.16) 
where 0 represents the n x n null matrix. This condition may be restated as 
M-1 
f-,L, M ztL, M L M =D m' , m=l  M, (3.17) "ink • X k ' ' " '  
k=O 
where, using (3.13), we define matrices representing Clifford elements of ~e ~ by 
cL,k M 1 ~ 1 -- [O~m/V] L + M + I 
. . . .  G (v) Ak (v) dv 
"= ~ Ivl=a V -- O~ m 
(3.18) 
--1 ~ G(v)2M(v)dv 
DLm 'M ~ D,n:= 2~i Ivl=cr V -- O~rn 
using Cauchy's theorem. 
and 
= --G(O~m),~M(O~rn ) 
and 
- 1 ~ 1 -- [O~m/V'] L+M+I 
DL'M := 2~i .~ Ivl ffi ~ v~ ~--m G(v) AM(v)dv (3.19) 
in which m = 1,. . . ,  M and k = O, 1,. . . ,  M - 1. Since I~,~1 < P < a for m = 1, 2, . . . ,  M, then, as 
L ---, ~ ,  we obtain 
CL'kM .--} Crak'= ~-~ ~ G(v)Ak(v)dV = G(ctm)Ak(Ctm) 
Ivl = ~ V - -  a m 
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From (3.12), we conclude that 
DI =O 
and 
Cmk=O for k >~ m. 
In fact the set of matrix equations (3.17) becomes, as L ---, 0% 
G(oh ) 0 0 ... 0 
0 G(o¢2) 
: ".. 0 
0 ... 0 G(~M) 
I i  0 ... 0 21(~.2) I   
21(0CM)I . . .  2M-X(O~M) I  
]EAol ° 1 At. = 0. (3.20) 
in which 
Ak:= lim A~ 'M for k = 0, 1,..., M - 1; 
L-'* oo 
so that 
M-1 M 
detCg= I-I [2i(ct/+1)-1 n I-I detG(0~m), 
i=t  m=t 
where cg represents he product of the two square block matrices of Eq. (3.20). Now, from (2.9) 
[G(z)-1-1 = G(z) (3.21) 
g(z).g(z)" 
Hence, using (3.4), each G(0em) is nonsingular, proving that det G(0~m) is nonzero for m = 1,..., M. 
Therefore, since the complex numbers 2k(0~m) do not vanish for k < m the determinant of the block 
matrix of coefficients in (3.20) is nonzero. We may then conclude that, for L large enough, the 
system of matrix equations (3.17) has a unique solution which tends to the trivial solution as 
L ---, oo. We also note that the matrices Ak L'M must belong to Ma. This implies that, for large enough 
L, QL'M(z) is well defined and corresponds to a polynomial over CI(Ca). Furthermore, since the 
2k(Z) are polynomials over C, the convergence 
QZ.m(z) ~ 2u(Z) I as L ~ oo (3.22) 
is uniform on any bounded subset of the complex plane. This justifies statement (3.8). 
We now allow the presence of multiple poles and, as in the scalar case [2, 18-1, we illustrate the 
approach by considering the presence of only one multipole - -  viz. 0tl - -  of order/z, i.e., 
0~1 = g2 . . . . .  0~/~ # g, ,+l"  (3.23) 
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The only change is in the definition of the elements of ~ which are represented by the matrices 
L,M C~k M and Dm . In order that 2u(z) be a factor of each [Hz+m(z)]ij we require 
[I-IL +M(O~I)']i j [1-IL +M(O~I)-]i j (/~- 1) = ' . . . . .  [I-IL+M (0~1)]i j m 0 
and 
[l--IL+M(O~m)]i j = 0, m = # + 1,. . . ,  M, 
for 1 ~< i, j ~< n. This necessitates redefining the matrices C~k M and D~ 'M for m = 2, 3, ..., # and 
k = 0, 1, . . . ,  M - 1, while leaving the others unchanged. As L ~ ~,  we obtain 
and 
(m-  1)! ~ G(v) 2k(;2 
:=  = - -  
d(m-  1) z=a, dv = [G(z ) ; tk (Z) ]  
-(m - 1)! ~ G(V)2M(V). d tin-l) ~=~,1 
DL'M ~ Omk:= 2~1 Iv,=, -~-~ OV = dz(m_ 1) [G(z ) ,~M(Z) ]  
for m = 1,. . . ,  #. Again we arrive at a triangular system of matrix equations with Dm = 0 and 
Cmk = 0 for k >f m, m = 1, . . . ,  M. The only difference in form from (3.20) is that the first # matrix 
equations are replaced by 
G(~x)Ao = O, 
G'(~Xl)A o + G(~Xl)A 1 = 0, 
G"(0q)Ao + 2G'(~x)A1 + 2G(~l)A2 = 0, 
GtU - x)(~zx)A o + (# - -  1)GtU-z)(~I)A1 
+ ... + (#-  1)! G(u_l_t)(oq)At + 
(#-  1 - / ) !  
• .. +(#-  1)!G(~I)A,-1 =0.  
The remaining equations have the same form as (3.20). As in the case of simple poles, the fact that 
det G(~i) is nonzero for i = 1, 2 .... , M guarantees that we have a nonsingular system yielding the 
trivial solution. Again, for L large enough the new set of matrix equations (3.17) has a unique 
solution. The presence of more than one multiple pole may be treated similarly. Thus, the 
conclusion (3.22) holds for the case of multipoles. 
Since FIL + u (z) is divisible by 2u (z), we may define a matrix polynomial of maximum degree L by 
pL, M (Z) :=  rlL + (3.24) 
which represents a polynomial whose coefficients are in CI(Ca). 
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We now consider a compact subset S of D~. For L large enough, QL'M(z) is nonsingular in S. 
To demonstrate and make use of this fact, we first note that there must be a positive number esuch 
that 
12M(Z)I > ~ VZ~ S. (3.25) 
From (3.22) we know that, for ~/2 > ~ > 0, there exists an Lo such that 
Let 
Then 
II QL'M(z) - 2M(Z)I II < ~ VL > Lo and Vz 6 S. 
A (z) := I -- QL, M (Z)/2M (Z) for z e S. 
(3.26) 
[[ QL'M(Z) -- 2M(Z)I [[ 6 1 
J[A(z)rl = J,~M(Z)l <-<~,  e zeS ,  L > Lo. 
We now make use of the following result - -  I-3, p. 59]. 
Lemma 3.2. I f  1[ A [[ < 1 then [I - A] is nonsinoular and 
1 
I117 - A ] - I  II ~< 
1 - I[ A I1' 
in which the norm J[-[[ obeys the submultiplicative property (2.21). 
The proof for real matrices given in I-3] is valid for complex matrices. Hence, QL'M(z) is 
nonsingular for z • S and 
H [QL'M(z)]- 111 < 2/e. (3.27) 
We are now in a position to demonstrate hat the [L/M] vector Pad6 approximant exists and is 
given in matrix form by 
p,,M (z )1-QL.M (z) ] -  I. 
For, given S, there exists a p < R such that S c D ; .  Since 2M(0) = lq~=l (--~i) 4: 0, then 
pL'M(z) -- F(z)QL'M(Z) -- 2ni2M(Z) Ivl=, - V -- Z 
=O(z  L+M+I) fo rzeSandp<o-<R.  (3.28) 
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Furthermore, from (3.3), we may choose the set S to contain the origin, so that, for sufficiently large 
L, QL'M(O) is nonsingular, and the Baker condition I-2, 14] may be satisfied. Therefore 
RL'M(z) := PL'~(z)  [Q"~(z ) ] -a  
is the [L/M] vector Pad6 approximant to F (z). 
Now, the entries of G(v) are analytic inside and on F,:= {v e C: Ivl = ~} and are therefore 
bounded. Furthermore, from (3.22), for sufficiently large Lo, there exists a constant q such that 
L,M IQi,~ (z)l<r/ VzeFR and VL > Lo, for i, j=  l .... ,n. 
Hence, 
I[p~,M(z) - V(z)O' . ,~(z)]~l  <<. ~(~ - p--------) - 
where 
?, = max [ maxlGij(v)l ]. 
~,J veF~, A 
It follows that 
II RL'M(Z) -- F(z)II ~ II PL'M(z) -- F(z)QL'M(z) [I'll [QL'M(z)] - all 
<<(p)L+M+a 2anZ,,rl 
-~- -p )  (3.29) 
for all z e S and L > Lo, where we use the Frobenius norm (2.22). We then conclude that 
lim sup I[ RL, M(Z) -- F(z)[[ all <~ p/~r < 1, (3.30) 
L ~  
i.e., RL'M(Z) ---, F(z) as L ~ o% uniformly for z in any compact subset of D~. The statement (3.7) 
then follows, using (2.17) and (2.23). 
We now turn to address the rate of convergence of the denominator QL, M(z). In general, the 
system of matrix equations (3.17) determining this polynomial may be represented by 
(~;L, M j~L,M = ~L,M,  (3.31) 
where the block column matrix ..rg L'M consists of the matrices AL'M (k = O, 1,.. . ,  M - 1). Similarly, 
the entries of ~L.M are the matrices Dm L'M (m = 1, 2, ..., M). From above we know that, as L --. oo, 
cgL, M tends to a nonsingular block matrix, cg. Using ideas similar to the discussion of [QL'M(z)]- a 
we may show that, for L sufficiently large, cgL.M is nonsingular and that 
II [cgL'M-I-a II ~< 211~e-all 
--e.g., take A := I - cgL. Meg-a in Lemma 3.2. 
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Hence, from (3.31) it follows that 
IIA~'MII < II~¢L'MII ~< 2~l j~  ¢-x II max ]ID~ 'MI[. 
l <~m<~M 
For the case of simple poles we may use (3.19) to bound the last term, 
IID~,MII ~< ny~rop am L + M 
- -  - -  , m=l ,  2 .... , M ,  a- -p  a 
where, for R > r > O, re:= maxlzl=~ [2M(Z)]. 
For multiple poles, we let z belong to any compact subset of C, and define 
D j+ 1 (7,):- dz j 2hi Ivl = ~ v - z 
L ,M To illustrate the approach we consider again a pole of order # at ~1. Then Dj+l(oq ) 
(j = 0, 1,..., p - 1) forms the first p rows of the right-hand side of (3.31). Differentiating under the 
integral sign (see, e.g., [21]) we may demonstrate hat there is a constant Kj (dependent onj  and 0q ) 
such that 
DL M ~ ny, r,p ~1 L 
1[ j~x( x)N <~Kj Lj a -p  -~- ' j=0 ,1 , . . . ,p - -1 .  
Hence, in the general case, there exists a positive constant K such that 
L 
[[D~'M[[ <~Knv'~r'PLv-1 ? , m=l  .... ,M, 
t r - -p  
where v denotes the maximum order of poles at ~1, 0~z, ..., ~U. 
Since, for z in any given compact subset, E of C, the 2k(Z) (k = 0,.. . ,  M - 1) are bounded, we 
obtain 
M-1 
IIQL'M(z)--2M(Z)III ~< Z I~,~(z)l [JA~'~II 
k=0 
<~ mrE max [[A~ "M[[, 
O~k<M 
where 
re := max I z~ O<~k<Mmax IAk(Z)l]. 
Therefore, 
supz~E II QL'M(z) -- 2M(Z)I l[ <<- ALV- 1 I ~___M_Ma L, (3.32) 
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where 
A:= K F 2pMa/2n~"~r--~r--ellc~-l [l ~ -- P 
The result (3.9) then follows on using (2.23). 
Finally, we consider the numerator polynomial. Let T be any compact subset of DR. Then we 
may choose p, a such that T c Dp, p ~ I~ml, m = 1,.. . ,  M, and p < tr < R. From (3.15), (3.24) and 
the fact that 12u(0l > 6 for some 6 > 0 and any ~ e Fp, we obtain, for any z e T, the crude 
inequality 
1 
II eL 'U(z )  - -  G(z)II ~ ~ max {111IL+M(~) - -  HL 'M(~) I I  + II G(¢)II II QL, M(~)  __ ~n(¢)i II}, 
Ill =p 
where use is made of the analyticity of the functions P~'U(z) and Gi~(z) inside Dg. From (3.15) we 
have 
rln2p,a ( p~ L+M 
II//L+u(~)-- HL'U(0II ~< ~- -p  \~/  , 
while, using a similar derivation to that for (3.32) (with E := T), we may write 
L 
IIQL'M(?,) - 2u(~)ll ~< A'L ~-1 ? 
for a suitable constant A'. 
Hence, since II G(0 II is bounded on Fp there are constants B~, B2 such that 
sup [I PL'M (z) -- G(z) [1 <- 
zeT  L 
B2 Lv-1 ? , P < I~ul. 
On using (2.23), statement (3.11) and the uniform convergence ofpL'U(Z) to g(Z) follow for p :/: I C~ml, 
m= l , . . . ,M.  
We now need only consider the case ofp = I~MI. That (3.11) holds for this value, follows from the 
Maximum Modulus Theorem and the definition of upper limit. [] 
As a consequence of this theorem we obtain the following result. 
Corollary 3.3. Using the notation of Eqs. (2.13), 
lim , .~L'M(z) = [ ,~M(Z)]  2, (3.33) 
L~oo 
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the convergence being uniform in any bounded subset, E, of C. The rate of convergence is governed by 
lim sup L'M (z) - JAM(Z),12 ]X/L ~ I M____JI 
L-.oo R ' 
z ~ E. (3.34) 
In addition, 
lim ~L'M(z) = g(Z)2M(Z), (3.35) 
L"* oo 
the convergence being uniform for compact subsets of D R . The rate of convergence is governed by 
lim sup I~Z'U(z) - g(z)2u(z)l 1/L <~ max z ~ T. 
L~oo ' R ' 
(3.36) 
4. Discussion and conclusion 
First of all, we comment on the pole structure of r z'M(z). From the degree of the denominator 
polynomial, .~z'M(z), we see that, for a given value of L, we may have up to twice as many poles as 
desired. However, from (3.33) and (3.35) it is clear that, in the limit as L tends to infinity, 
cancellation will occur, leaving the correct number of poles with the required residues. 
We now look at the particular case of 2M (z) being a real analytic polynomial. Theorem 3.1 may 
be applied directly, or the generalized inverse version of rational approximants may be used via the 
first convergence theorem of 1'8'1. In fact, the latter result may be derived from the present work as 
follows. We adopt the procedure set out in 1,15,1 and define the d-dimensional vectors of real 
analytic functions, fR (Z) and j6 (z), by 
1 
fR(z) := ½ 1,f(z) +f*  (z),1, J~(Z) := ~ 1'f(z) - - f *  (z)'1, 
where • denotes the functional complex conjugate 1,6,1. This allows the construction of a 2d- 
dimensional vector of real analytic functions, [(z): 
f (z):= [fR(z),fl(z)]. 
The vector coefficients, e,, of the Maclaurin series for f(z) belong to •2d. The 1,L/M] vector Pad6 
approximant to f(z), ~3L'M(z)/.~L'M(z), contains only real coefficients and is used to form the 
{L + M/2M} generalised inverse Pad6 approximant, ~L.M(z)/.~L.M(Z ) by identifying ~L. M(Z ) with 
~ 'M(z )  + i~'M(z) ,  where 
:= (z) 1. 
The conditions of the theorem become 
9(0~/)'9(~i) =g(~i)'g*(~i) :/:0 for i = 1, 2 . . . . .  M, 
i.e., the identical requirement for the first convergence theorem of 1,8,1. We note that it is possible for 
either or both of the expressions, g(~i)"g(~i) or g(~i)"g*(~i), to vanish for nonnull g(~i). We also 
point out that we still require the complex Clifford algebra C1 (C d) since each 9 (~) will, in general, 
be a complex-valued vector for nonreal ~¢. 
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Using Corollary 3.3 with f (z), and employing some elementary inequalities, we are able to apply 
the statements (3.33)-(3.36) to the row sequence of generalised inverse Pad6 approximants 
~L'M(Z)/.~L'M(Z) as L tends to infinity. These results include those of Theorem 3.1 of [8-1 together 
with statements concerning the convergence of the numerator vector of polynomials. 
In fact, we may regard the present work as providing an alternative to the two convergence 
theorems of Graves-Morris and Saff [8, 9], one which does not restrict he positions of the poles. 
Indeed, it furnishes an answer to the question posed in [8] concerning eneral vector-valued 
meromorphic functions. 
In conclusion, we note that the framework of Clifford algebras allows the construction ofa proof 
which follows that for the usual de Montessus de Ballore theorem [18]. This algebraic approach 
entails the use of the vector inverse (2.10) rather than the generalised inverse (1.2). The obvious 
disadvantage, viz. of nonnull v not being invertible, does not materialise, since the existence of the 
[L/M-1 vector Pad6 approximants i  guaranteed for sufficiently large L. 
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